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ABSTRACT
Energy efficiency is one of the most researchable topics of the energy constrained Wireless Sen-
sor Networks (WSN). Due to the widespread usage of WSN in real-time applications, network
lifetime is the serious concern and numerous research solutions are presented in the literature
for handling this issue. Several techniques are employed to handle energy consumption and
the most promising techniques are clustering and routing other than data compression. Hence,
this paper presents a clustering and routing-based solution for energy efficient WSN with trust
notion as its base. The nodes are clustered with the help of Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST), while
the best route is selected by employing Lion Optimization Algorithm (LOA). The work efficiency
of the proposedwork is provenwith reasonable outcomeswith respect to different performance
measures. This work proves an average packet delivery rate of 94.24%, average latency of 13.43
s and 191 alive nodes at the end of 500th second better network lifetime when compared to the
existing works.
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1. Introduction

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is built up by a
huge count of individual sensor nodes. These sensors
are low-cost and can be used for a variety of purposes,
yet inherently have limited resources. The sensors have
the ability to sense, manipulate, and commune with
the other nodes that make up the network. In order to
monitor or collect data about the surrounding environ-
ment, these sensors can be installed in places that are
inaccessible to the humans. Real-time applications can
be developed using sensors in many different domains,
such as remote healthcare, environment monitoring
and other surveillance systems [1]. Sensors are use-
ful to society in all of the aforementioned applications
without any trouble. The restrictions of its resources
are, however, the most crucial aspect to take into
consideration.

Sensors can be able to fulfil their function when
resource limitations are well managed, which refers to
energy or battery backup. Energy is the sensors’ life sup-
port, and so it can satisfy the purpose for which the
network is designed. Because it is not always practical
to replace the batteries in a sensor network, it is crit-
ical to effectively manage the network’s energy usage.
Enhancement of energy efficiency paves way for pro-
longing the lifespan of the network, however it is highly
challenging.

Energy conservation can be accomplished by the uti-
lization of a variety of strategies, such as clustering,
scheduling sleep cycles, routing, incorporating sink
nodes, and many more. The recommended strategies
for cutting down on energy usage to the fullest extent
possible are clustering and routing [2,3]. This insight
prompted the proposal of this work, in which energy
conservation is attained. Clustering helps to save power
by utilizing a Cluster Head (CH) node that efficiently
handles the nodes that make up the cluster. This CH
gathers the data that is sensed by the Cluster’s Mem-
ber (MN) nodes and then forwarding it to the Base
Station (BS).

Clustering is developed with the primary purpose of
lowering the overall energy usage, which can be accom-
plished by the followingways.As all the data is delivered
to the CH node, the concept of redundancy is ren-
dered obsolete. Additionally, the routing cost can be
avoided by enforcing the constraint that communica-
tion may only take place between the CH node and the
BS. This keeps all communications within the network
within the same network. Additionally, it ensures that
the sensors’ communication bandwidth is maintained.
Obviously, these characteristics lengthen the network’s
lifespan. The objective of the proposed T-CBRSS is to
extend the network’s lifetime by enforcing clustering
and routing techniques, with trust as the underlying
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model, as they have been demonstrated to be efficient
and effective. The outcomes of this project are deemed
adequate. The key points of this work are listed.

• Two different approaches such as clustering and the
best route selection are enforced to ensure energy
efficiency of WSN.

• Clustering is done by Dempster Shafer Theory
(DST), which requires no prior knowledge about
nodes and the best route is selected by Lion Opti-
mization Algorithm (LOA), where the fitness value
is fixed on the basis of trust metrics.

• The energy efficiency of the work is enhanced and so
the network lifetime, which is proven by experimen-
tal results.

The subsequent sections of this paper are organized
under subheadings. Section 2 includes the literature
review; Section 3 contains the recommended tech-
nique; and Section 4 evaluates the execution of the
proposed effort. Finally, section 5 contains the final
observations.

2. Review of literature

The related works concerning clustering and routing
mechanisms are reviewed in this section.

The paper [4] proposes a safe routing protocol for
WSN that is referred to as “Realisable Secure Aware
Routing” (RSAR). The approach’s primary focus is on
improving energy efficiency through the accumula-
tion of data. This work determines the trustworthi-
ness of each of the sensor nodes in the network. After
that, an optimization approach for conditional tug of
war is implemented, followed by an best trust infer-
ence model. The flow of data is minimized, and any
unneeded data is removed from the system. After all of
the information has been collected, it is subsequently
sent to the receiving side.

On the basis of game theory and clustering, the work
in [5] presents a method for the behaviour monitor-
ing and trust analysis of relationships. In addition to
the incorporation of the idea of clustering, the process
of computing the trust factor of the node is known as
evidence gathering scheme. An adaptive routing strat-
egy for WSN is proposed in [6], and it is based on
trust theory. This study takes into account three dis-
tinct varieties of trust values, namely direct, indirect,
and witness trust. These calculated trust factors are
compared with one another using the paired method.
The cross-layer design in [7] analyses the routing poli-
cies that are used in green Internet of Things (IoT)
networks that are based onWSN. In this article, amath-
ematical model for computing the Quality of Service
(QoS) attributes is described in order to assist data
transfer in Internet of Things applications. For the pur-
pose of investigating how multi-hop communication

influences outcomes, a Markov discrete-time M/M/1
queuing model is applied. The analytical model and
the critical path-loss model are accountable for calcu-
lating the trust level associated with the nodes that are
used the most frequently. Analyses are performed on
the data transmission in hop-by-hop and end-to-end
modes respectively.

In [8], an Internet of Things (IoT) spatial rout-
ing system that is protected against Denial of Service
(DoS) assaults is described. This protocol is based on
selective authentication. The wireless links are anal-
ysed using the statistical state information, and then the
trust model is constructed using this information as its
foundation. In order to guarantee the accuracy of the
data and reduce the amount of time spent on comput-
ing, a technique that is selectively authenticated using
entropy is used. Through the efforts of these people,
redundant data transmission and signature checking
processes have been eradicated. A trustworthy strategy
for Internet of Things-based mobile wireless networks
is provided in reference [9]. The routing, data integrity,
and confidentiality issues are the primary objectives of
this work. In order to provide efficient and reliable data
routing, the best possible network parameters andmea-
surements of the wireless channel are selected. The dis-
tance vector is used, at regular intervals, to determine
where the nodes are located in the network. Cryptogra-
phy utilizing both public and private keys is utilized in
order to ensure the safety of this work.

In [10], many qualities are used to present a trust
aware routing system. This protocol takes into account
data transfer, data, power, and recommendation. This
work makes advantage of a sliding time window in
order to identify aberrant user behaviour. A safe routing
algorithm for WSN is provided in [11], which is based
on whale optimization clustering. This work deter-
mines which reliable node should serve as the cluster
head by taking into account factors such as energy,
distance to the cluster, delay, transmission rate, and
density.

The article [12] presents a trustmodel-based routing
method that is based on Reinforcement Learning (RL).
This notion works better when it comes to cluster size
management. The RL is responsible for keeping tabs on
the behaviours of the users, and by varying the size of
the clusters in a dynamic manner, system security is
significantly improved. In the paper [13], an efficient
routing for WSN that is based on compressive sensing
is proposed. The Kronecker representation is used to
handle the transmission of the data, and the Fractional
EarthwormOptimization (FEWO) algorithm is applied
for determining the CH. The cluster head creates many
pathways by taking into consideration factors such as
energy, trust, delay, and distance.

A self-healing secure key distribution strategy for the
Internet of Things (IoT) is described in [14]. A key dis-
tribution strategy for IoT gadgets is provided alongside
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a self-healing mechanism that consists of two levels.
The first layer is in charge of providing access control
and security, and it does so in a manner that is based
on polynomial techniques. The self-healing-based key
distribution and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
based authentication are presented in the second layer
of the protocol. On the basis of Exponential Cat Swarm
Optimization (ECSO) and fuzzy optimization, a mul-
tipath data transfer technique is given in [15]. The
Penguin Fuzzy-based Ant Colony Optimization, also
known as PFuzzyACO, is responsible for electing the
CH node, whereas ECSO is in charge of routing. Dif-
ferent factors such as trust, distance, energy, traffic and
delay.

A trust-based opportunistic routing method for the
social IoT is provided in [16]. The optimal stopping
concept is used in this study to pick the nodes that
will be used for data forwarding, and the network cod-
ing approach will be used for the transmission of the
data. Game theory is utilized in order to determine who
gets access to the trustworthy channel. In [17], a safe
multi-path reactive protocol for the IoT is described.
Trust is the foundation of themultipath routing strategy
that is presented in this body of work. A probabilistic
model takes into consideration both themovability and
the behaviour of the nodes in its network. The article
[18] presents a routing protocol that is based on den-
sity clusters, and the authors believe that their work is
appropriate for use in emergency sensor applications.

A technique for the secure selection of cluster heads
for WSN is provided in [19]. This technique assesses
the trust level of individual nodes. Calculating the
behaviour of sensor nodes requires taking into account
a number of different trust types. The questionable clus-
ter heads have been located, and they have been taken
out of service. In [20], a trust-aware cooperative rout-
ing strategy designed to protect the Internet of Things
is described. When factors like as energy consumption,
throughput, the rate at which packets are delivered, and
so on are taken into consideration, a trust-based routing
topology construction can be given.

Inspired by these existing works, this paper presents
a trustworthy clustered routing selection strategy for
WSN, which ensures energy efficiency and Quality of
Service (QoS). Reliable data transmission consumes
more energy, which seriously affects the network life-
time. Hence, the choice of right route is mandatory for
achieving energy efficiency, which is carried out in this
work.

3. Proposed trust-based clustering and best
route selection strategy (T-CBRSS)

This work clubs two energy harvesting techniques such
as clustering and best route selection for data transmis-
sion. The concept of clustering brings in the features
of modularity and easy-to-manage operation. All the

nodes are a part of cluster and every cluster of nodes
is managed by a central authority called CH, while the
remaining nodes are termed as MN. As the CH node
manages communication between the nodes, energy
efficiency is attained. As an added advantage, the opti-
mal choice of route is performed by LOA. Both the
phases of clustering and best route selection are based
on the concept of trust, which paves way to attain relia-
bility. The overall flow diagram is illustrated in Figure 1.
The following sections discuss the cluster formation
and best route selection strategy.

3.1. Cluster formation and CH node assignment

This work builds cluster by encircling 20 nodes in a spe-
cific location and assigns the potential node as CH. The
number 20 is chosen by trial-and-error method, as the
functions are performed better. The CH node selection
is the most significant process involved and is carried
out by DST, which is also referred as evidence theory
[21]. In contrast to Bayes’ theorem, the DST does not
require prior understanding of probabilistic methods.

In this phase, the trust rates computed by the two
surrounding nodes are considered, so as to ensure cor-
rectness. The decision made by a single node is not
fruitful always, as the authenticity of the node is doubt-
ful. Hence, this work considers the decisions of two
surrounding nodes, such that the final decision is better.

A node can either be trustworthy or untrustworthy
and it can be stated as

x : � = {T, T̄} (1)

T implies that the node x is trustworthy, whereas T̄
indicates that it is not. This is further explained by the
hypothesis, as indicated below.

HP = {T} (2)

HP = T̄ (3)

UC = � (4)

Equations (2) and (3) indicate that the node is
trustable and not trustable respectively. Equation (4)
suggests that the node is either trustable or not
trustable.

Suppose the probability of a node’s trustworthiness
is provided by μ, then

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

A1(HP) = μ

A1(HP) = 0
A1(UC) = 1 − μ

(5)

The probability function of untrustworthiness of a node
is given by (6).

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

A1(HP) = 0
A1(HP) = μ

A1(UC) = 1 − μ

(6)
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Figure 1. Flowchart of T-CBRSS.

In the next step, the trust rate is computed by the
surrounding nodes. In this case, there is no need to
check for the trustworthiness of surrounding node, as
decisions from two surrounding nodes are considered.
The individual decisionsmade are combined as follows.
There are three possible cases.

• Both the decisions of surrounding nodes show that
the node is trustable, as represented in Equation (7)
is the first case.

A1(HP) ⊕ A2(HP)

= 1
w
[A1(HP)A2(HP) + A1(HP)A2(UC)

+ A1(UC)A2(HP)] (7)

• In the second case, both decisions of surrounding
nodes show that the node is not trustable and is

shown in Equation (8).

A1(HP) ⊕ A2(HP)

= 1
w
[A1(HP)A2(HP) + A1(HP)A2(UC)

+ A1(UC)A2(HP)] (8)

• In the final case, the node can either be trustable or
not trustable and is shown in the following equation.

A1(UC) ⊕ A2(UC) = 1
w
A1(UC)A2(UC) (9)

where w in Equations (7–9) indicate

w = A1(HP)A2(HP) + A1(HP)A2(UC)

+ A1(UC)A2(HP) + A1(HP)A2(HP)

+ A1(H̄P)A2(UC) + A1(UC)A2(H̄P)
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+ A1(UC)A2(UC) (10)

The authentic trust rate ranges from0 to 1.Anode
is claimed to be completely trustable, when its trust
rate is 1. A trust score of 0.5 indicates that a node is
either trustable or not trustable. The final case rep-
resents that the node is not trustable with the trust
score of 0. The node with good trust rate is chosen as
CHnode and is retained for a specific period of time.
However, the same node cannot continue to func-
tion as CH for a longer period of time, as its energy
gets drained faster. Thus, it is necessary to recycle the
node periodically, as discussed below.

3.1.1. Recycling CH node
The goal of this phase is to prevent overloading the CH
node to the point of sudden depletion of its energy. The
CH node must have an appropriate supply of energy to
carry out all of its duties properly. As a result, it is widely
known that a single node cannot continue to be the CH,
due to the faster energy depletion. The CH is identical
to the other nodes except for its greater trust score. As a
result, the node’s battery may deteriorate more quickly
than the batteries of other nodes.

The suggested technique for selecting CHs includes
a threshold for min_erg (minimal energy) and tl (time
to live). The min_erg and tl thresholds are set at 0.6
and 60 s, respectively. The CH node’s battery backup
is checked every sixty seconds. If the battery backup
capacity is more thanmin_erg, the CH retains its place.
Conversely, if the backup runs out before to the expira-
tion of tl, the CHmust be recycled in its entirety. Thus,
if one of the requirements is met, the primary node is
recycled. This method conserves energy significantly
due to the fact that no single node is overburdened and
an unbiased energy contribution scheme is used.

3.2. Best route selection strategy

Routing is the process that consumes more energy,
which can be reduced when a best route is chosen
[22–27]. As far as this work is concerned, best route
indicates the route with more number of trustworthy
nodes. The choice of best route helps in reliable data
transmission and this work chooses the best route by
LOA. The basics of LOA are explained as follows.

3.2.1. Basics of LOA
The LO algorithm is a bio-inspired algorithm that
recreates the actions carried out by the wild lion pop-
ulation. When looking into the life policy of lions, one
thing that becomes apparent is that there are two dis-
tinct types of lions: resident lions and nomadic lions
[28,29]. Each pride of resident lions consists of approx-
imately four to five female lions, their cubs, and one or
two male lions. The term “pride” refers to the group of
lions that live together. The young animals will mature

into full-grown adults when some time has passed.
When things reach this point, the younger male lions
are kicked out of the pride. These juvenile lions don’t
have any company, so they just walk around aimlessly
without following any particular code. However, if a
nomadic lion is successful in defeating an adult lion that
is already part of a pride, it will be invited to join the
pride. At this point, a switch takes place within a pride,
and it is possible for this to take place at any point in
time. As a result, a lion’s membership in a pride is only
temporary at best. The LOA procedure as a whole is
broken down into the following steps.

Lionesses engage in behaviours that are significantly
distinct from those of male lions, such as the pursuit of
prey, which is often carried out by the lionesses rather
than the lions. Each group of lions, known as a pride, is
confined to a certain area. As a first step in the hunt, the
lionesses surround the animal they intend to hunt and
encircle it. This algorithm requires as its input parame-
ters the beginning population along with the associated
percentage of nomadic and residential lions. The best
answer to an issue can be discovered by sorting the
nomadic lions in accordance with the level of fitness
they possess. When the lions’ fitness value is lower than
what is considered acceptable, they are removed from
consideration. Therefore, the lion needs to get in better
shape in order to earn a spot in the pride. In addition,
there is the possibility that the healthier lions are the
only ones who deserve a place in the pride. This proce-
dure will continue until the optimal options have been
identified.

3.2.2. Trustworthy route selection
The best route for data transmission is carried out by
LOA. Here, the fitness value of LOA is set by a combi-
nation of different trust metrics such as battery backup,
packet forwarding capacity, distance and latency.

Fitfn(R) = SNe × SNpt

SNd × SNdn × SNcdis
(11)

Here, SNe and SNpt stand for remaining energy of
the node after the completion of data transmission.
SNd denotes the delay being experienced during data
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transmission and SNdn represents the density of nodes,
which is the total count of MN in a cluster. SNcdis is
the cluster distance of a node from other nodes in the
cluster and this is computed as follows.

SNcdis =
∑TN−1

i=1 (Dis(CLS,CLD))

TN
(12)

In the above equation, TN is the total count of nodes
exists along a route.Dis(CLS,CLD) denotes the distance
between a sender node S and the recipient nodes. All
the nodes along a route are processed by LOA. Hence,
the route consisting nodes with greatest Fitfn(R) among
all possible routes is chosen. The performance of the
proposed work is evaluated in the following section.

4. Results and discussion

The proposed optimized cluster-based trustworthy
routing scheme is simulated by considering an area
of 100m × 100m dimension with 200 nodes. Certain
abnormal nodes are randomly distributed, which do
not show interest in data forwarding. The initial energy
of the sensor nodes is 0.1 Joules. The sensor nodes are
mobile by employing random mobility model. Here,
the sensor node starts from a specific location and
reaches the destination. The BS remains static and does
not move. Table 1 shows the simulation parameters
employed by this work.

The performance of the proposed work is anal-
ysed with respect to the performance measures such
as packet delivery rate, average latency, energy con-
sumption and network lifetime. The performance of
the work is compared with the existing approaches
such as trust based [6], multipath data [15] and secure
WSN [19] respectively. The attained results are shown
in Figures 2–5.

4.1. Packet delivery rate analysis

The primary purpose of routing is to ensure the delivery
of data packets from their point of origin to their final
destination without interruption. Nevertheless, there
are circumstances in which the sensor node might not
exhibit interest in forwarding the packet, which results
in a lower rate of packet delivery. When the rate at
which packets are delivered by the node is low, it makes
perfect sense for it not to forward any incoming packets.
The findings are depicted in Figure 2.

When carrying out this study, the number of nodes
is varied from 25 to 200. According to the findings, it is

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Simulation parameters Values

Packet Length 4496 bits
Utilized energy for data transmission and reception 50 nJ/bit
Utilized energy for data collection 5∗10−9J
Pause time interval 0.01 s

Figure 2. Packet delivery rate analysis.

clear that the proposed work has an acceptable packet
delivery rate, in contrast to the existing works. It has
been noticed that the delivery rate slows down as the
number of nodes rises; this, however, is acceptable. The
following illustration provides an examination of the
latency caused by the proposed work.

4.2. Average latency rate analysis

This section provides an analysis of the latency rate of
the work that is being suggested. Latency refers to the
amount of time it takes to send a packet to its intended
location. In order to improve routing performance, it is
important that any routing algorithm experiences just
a minimal amount of latency. The results of the latency
test are shown in Figure 3.

The analysis of latency is carried out by adjusting
the number of nodes in the network from 25 to 200,
with the latency beingmeasured in seconds. The rate of
latency grows proportionally with the number of sen-
sor nodes in a network. However, the delay is somewhat
manageable in contrast to other works. When there are
200 nodes, the network experiences a delay rate that is
19.2 s at its longest point.

4.3. Energy consumption analysis

In order to lengthen the lifespan of the network, the
energy consumption of the routing algorithm must be

Figure 3. Average latency rate analysis.
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Figure 4. Energy consumption analysis.

kept to a minimum. At the beginning, all of the nodes
are given the same amount of energy, and the rate at
which their energy decreases is determined by the tasks
that have been assigned to them. When calculating the
amount of energy used, the number of seconds spent
running the simulation is taken into account. Figure 4
presents the findings on the amount of energy that was
consumed.

The work that is being proposed has an energy con-
sumption of 0.4 joule at the 500th second, which is
closely followed by the use of secure WSN. The longer
the network can function with a lower overall energy
consumption, the more reliable it will be. The discus-
sion of the lifetime analysis will continue in the next
section.

4.4. Network lifetime analysis

The lifetime of the network needs to be as long as it can
possibly be. It is possible to extend the lifetime of a net-
work by utilizing a variety of approaches, some ofwhich
include clustering, duty cycling, sleep cycle scheduling
and so forth. The lifetime analysis of the network is
analysed, and the results are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 provides an analysis of the network life-
time of the work by calculating the total number of
alive nodes in relation to the amount of time spent
simulating. When the simulation time is increased, the
number of live nodes will decrease proportionately. In

Figure 5. Network lifetime analysis.

contrast to the methods that have been used previ-
ously, the proposed study results in a significantly lower
rate of death among the network’s nodes. The solu-
tion that has been suggested utilizes 180 nodes during
the 500th second of simulation. As a result, the work
that has been proposed guarantees reliable routing with
improved network lifetime.

5. Conclusions

This article presents an energy efficient solution for
WSN by imposing clustering and routing techniques
with trust as the base model. Energy efficiency is the
major necessity of WSN, due to its energy stringent
nature. As lifetime of the network crucially depends on
energy efficiency, intelligent and reliable ideas are ever-
green requirements of WSN. This work achieves the
goal by implementing two phases such as clustering and
best route selection. The CH node of clusters is cho-
sen byDS theory and LOA is employed for selecting the
best route. The fitness of LOA is determined by the trust
score of available routes. The best route is chosen for
data transmission and the work’s performance is eval-
uated in terms of packet delivery rate, latency, energy
consumption and network lifetime, which proves the
efficacy. In future, the energy efficiency of WSN can
be improved by enforcing sleep cycle scheduling and
topology management with trust metrics.
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